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We consider the optimization of the variance of the sum of costs as well as that 
of an average expected cost in Markov decision processes with unbounded cost. In 
case of general state and action space, we find the stationary policy which makes 
the average variance as small as possible in the class of policies which are E-optimal 
in an average expected cost. 1 lY87 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODIJCTI~N 
The usual optimization criterion for nondiscounted Markov decision 
processes (MDPs) is to minimize the long-run average expected cost per 
unit time. But in several kinds of applications we are often concerned with 
the variance of the real total cost as well as with its expected value. In 
MDPs with finite state and finite action Mandl [ 10, 111 has investigated 
the asymptotic behaviour of the variance of the sum of costs under the 
policy which minimizes the mean cost per unit time. For the variance of 
discounted MDPs see Sobel [ 141. Also. Veinott [ 151 and Jaquette [6] 
have given another criterion for discounted MDPs. 
In this paper, we consider nondiscounted MDPs in the case of general 
state and action space and unbounded cost. Nunen and Wessels [ 121 and 
Dekker and Hordijk [2] consider the unbounded cost case using bounding 
and weighted supremum norms. The main conditions we impose in this 
paper are of Liapunov type (cp. [4, 51). 
A Bore1 set is a Bore1 subset of a complete separable metric space and for 
a Bore1 set X, gX denotes the Bore1 subsets of X. A Markov decision 
process is a controlled dynamic system defined by four objects: 
S, (A(X), x E S}, c, Q, where S is any Bore1 set and denotes the set of the 
state of some system and for each x E S, A(x) is a nonempty subset of some 
Bore1 set A such that {(x, a): x E S, CI E A(x)} is an element of gs x B\.4, the 
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set of actions available at state x, c is a Bore1 measurable function 
on S x A, an immediate cost function and Q = Q(.) x, a) is the law of 
motion, which is taken to be a stochastic kernel on 9#s x Sx A; i.e., 
for each (x, a) E S x A, Q(. IX, a) is a probability measure on S; and, 
for each DEJ%~, Q(D) .) is a Bore1 measurable function on Sx A. A policy 
will be a sequence n = (x0, n, ,...) such that, for each t 3 0, rc, is a 
universally measurable stochastic kernel on 8’,x Sx (A x S)’ with 
P(A(x,)lx,, a0 ,..., a,-,, x,)= 1 for all (x0, a, ,..., a,- ,, .u,)fSx (A x S)‘. Let 
Z7 denote the class of policies. 
We denote by B,(S -+ A), B,(S -+ A), and B,(S + A), respectively, the 
sets of all universally measurable, analytically measurable, and Bore1 
measurable functions U: S -+ A with u(x) E A(x) for all x E S. 
A poIcy 7~ = (no, 71, ,...) is called stationary if there exists a ,f~ B,(S + A) 
such that, for each ta0, P({f(x,))(x,,a, ,..., a, ,,x,)=l for any 
(.q, > a(,,..., x,) E S x (A x S)‘. Such polcy will be denoted by ,{for the sake of 
brevity. 
The sample space is the product space CJ = (S x A)” such that the pro- 
jections X,, d, on the tth factors, S, A describe the state and the action at 
the tth time of the process (t 3 0). 
Let H, = (X0, d,, ,..., 4, ,, X,). It is assumed that, for each 
~=(~,n,,...)~fl, P(~,E:D,IH,)=~~,(D,/H,) and P(X,+,ED~IN,- ,, 
A, , , X,=x, d, = a) = Q(D,/x, a) for every D, ~9~ and D,EB,~. Then, 
for each 7t E 17 and starting state x, we can define the probability measure 
P,’ on Sz in an obvious way. 
We shall consider the following two criterions: 
For any rr~Z7 and SE S, let 
and 
7 1 
$,(s, n)=lim sup E; 
r- I r;c, (.(Xrr A,) I 
/’ 
(the average cost criterion) 
(the average variance criterion) 
if these expressions exist, where E,’ and V; denote the expectation and the 
variance with respect o P;, respectively. 
For ~20, we say that 7r*eZ7 is E-average optimal if 
ti,(.~, n*) d $i(x, n) + E for ah x E S and n E I7. A O-average optimal policy 
is simply called average optimal. In Section 2. we will give the sufficient 
conditions for c-average optimality under some ergodicity conditions. In 
Section 3, we find the policy which makes the average variance ez(x, n) as 
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small as possible in the class of s-average optimal policies. In Section 4 we 
obtain the further results. 
2. E-AVERAGE OPTIMALITY 
In this section we shall give the sufficient conditions under which 
s-average optimal policies are characterized. To guarantee the ergodicity of 
the process, the following assumption will be made. 
CONDITION A. There exists a measure y( .) on S such that y(S) > 0 and 
Q(oIx,a)>:(D) for all Degs, Ada and XES. 
This condition is corresponding to the condition (D') in Doob 
[3, p. 1971. We observe that the transition probability Q(. 1 x,f(x)) of the 
Markov process induced by ,f~ B,(S + A) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Doeblin. 
We denote by B,(S), B,(S), and B,(S), respectively, the sets of all 
universally measurable, lower semianalytic, and Bore1 measurable functions 
on S. 
For u E B,(S), we define Uu by 
for x E S if this expression exists, (2.1) 
where 
Up(x) = c(x, a) + 1 u(x’) Q(dx’l x, a) - 1 u(x’) y(dx’) 
for each x E S and a E A(x). (2.2) 
We need the following assumptions in addition to Condition A to derive 
the optimality equation from which s-average optimal policies are charac- 
terized. 
CONDITION B. There are w, w’ E B,(S) and a constant K such that 
(Bl) OGW-UWGW’, 
(B2) j w’(x’) Q(dx’ 1 x, a)< K, f w(x’) Q(dx’ 1 x, a)< cc for all a E A(x) 
and x E S, and 
(B3) lim SUPS, ar E;[c(X,, d.)]/T< 0, lim., ~ E;[w(X,)]/T= 0 
and lim., 55 E;[w’(X,)]/T= 0 for all x E S and rt E Z7. 
The following result is obtained by Kurano [7]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that Condition A and B hold. Then, there exists 
ati E B,(S) such that, for w, w’ E B,(S) and K in Condition B, 
and 
w(x) > V(x) 2 w(x) - w’(x) - K/( 1 - /I) (2.3) 
ii= uii, (2.4) 
where j?= 1 -y(S) andO</I< 1. 
CONDITION C. There exists a o-finite measure p on S such that 
Qt.1, 1’ b ltl x a is a so u e y continuous with respect to p for each x E S and 
aEA(x). 
THEOREM 2.1. Under Conditions A, B, and C, there exists a v E B,,,(S) 
such that (2.3) and (2.4) hold for p-almost every x E S. 
Proof. Since u as in Lemma 2.1 is universally measurable, there is 
a IJ E B,(S) such that v(x) = V(x) for p-almost every x E S (e.g., [ 11). By 
Condition C, Theorem 2.1 follows. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. If we put $* =I v(x’) y(dx’), from (2.4) we obtain the 
optimality equation for the average cost criterion, i.e., there exists a null set 
Nc S (p(N) = 0) such that 
u(x) = inf 
0 E A(.r) 
c(x, a) - t+b* +10(x’) Q(dx’l x, a) 
forall xES--N. (2.5) 
Also, it is proved in [7] that I,$* = inf,., $i(x, n) under Conditions A and 
B. In [g] other conditions are discussed under which solutions to the 
average cost optimality equation (2.4) exist. 
For v as in Theorem 2.1 and any E > 0, let 
A,={(x,a)la~A(x),x~S--N and u(x)+s>U,u(x)J 
u {(x,a)la~A(x) and XEN}. 
For each XE S, let A,(x) = {u E A(x) ( (x, a) E A,). We note that A, is a 
Bore1 set for each E > 0 and A,(x) # 0 for each x E S and E > 0. 
Now. we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that Conditions A, B, and C hold. Then, for any 
&>O 
P;[A,EA(X,), taO]= 1 
implies that 7c is E-average optimal. 
(2.6) 
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Proqf Let rr be such that (2.6) holds. Then, we have, P; ~ a.~.. 
z;(X,)+e3c(X,,d,)-ICI*+E~[V(X,+,)IX,,d,] forall r>O. 
Thus, 
T-I 
+ c) T+ u(x) - E;[v(x,.)]. 
Since lin inf,, r E;[o(X,)]/T>O from Lemma 2.1 and Condition B, it 
holds that $,(x, rr) d $* + E, which implies that 7-t is c-average optimal by 
Remark 2.1. QED. 
Remark 2.2. By the selection theorem (e.g., [ 131) there exists a 
,f‘~ E,(S --+ A) with ,f(x) E A,(x) for p-almost every x E S. Then, it holds 
from Theorem 2.2 that the stationary policy f is c-average optimal. 
Remark 2.3. It is verified in [7] that if c is bounded, 0 as in Lemma 2.1 
is also so. Hence we can prove that the sufftcient condition (2.6) for 
c-average optimality is weaken to the following condition, which is seen in 
Mandl [lo]: 
,g p:, Cd, + A( < 32. 
3. MINIMUM VARIANCE 
In this section, we shall try to find the policy which makes the average 
variance $*(x, 7~) as small as possible in the class of s-average optimal 
policies. 
For any E>O, let 
fl,,,&) = {f’E &(S -+ A) I,f‘(x) E A,(x) for all x E S}. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any given E > 0, let f E n,{ I f . Then, under Conditions A, 
B, and C there exists a vf E B,,,(S) such that 
(i) vt.= Up,, p-a.s. 
(ii) (Iv,-ull,<~/(l -PI, 
(iii) ~,W’) = l u,tx’) y(dx’), 
where up,tx) = uI.c.xJqtx), II II LL is an essential supremum norm and v is as in 
Theorem 2.1. 
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Proof: Let f~ I~,{E}. Then, by the definition u(x) = I%(X) < U,U(X) < 
U(X) + E, so that it is inductively proved that U? E B,(S) and 
u(X)<UU;“U(X)6U;!+~u(X)~u(X)+jl+p+ ..’ -+/I”}& 
<u(X)+E/(l -p) (n > 11, (3.1) 
where U;+ ’ = iY$J; (n > 1) and U) = Uf. Therefore, if we put 
I?~= lim, _ 73 U; v(x), 6,. satisfies v/= U,tip Since 6,~ B,(S), there is a 
U!E B,(S) with u,(x) = g,(x) for p-almost every XE S, which implies (i). 
Also, (ii) follows from (3.1) and (iii) is obtained from (i) by the same 
proofs as those of Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Let $7.=.ZT:d c(Xr, A,). Then, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that Conditions A, B, and C hold. For any E > 0 
and,fe n,j&}, if 
J 
(w2+i(xt)+ w,12+i 
t-x’)) Q(d-x’ Ix,f(x)) < M (3.2) 
for some 2 > 0, A4 > 0 and all x E S, then 
(i) ($,- T$,(x,f))/T+ 0 Pf’-a..~. as T-+ xl and 
(ii) under Pi’, (p,- T$,(x, f ))I,,/? is asymptoticall,v 
normally distributed, N(0, $*(x, f )), as T -+ cc. 
Proof: Let E=E; and tj, =$,(x,,f) for simplicity. By Lemma 3.1, 
P;-as., 
$T= W, + c {v~X,)-ECu~X,+,)IX,lJ, 
I=0 
so that 
T-I 
+ UAJfo) - m/cG) I XT- I I. 
By Lemma 2.1, Theorem 3.1, and Equation (3.2), V;[u,(X,)] is uniformly 
bounded in t. Thus, the stability theorem ([9]) implies (i). 
For (ii), since E[GT] = T$, + u,(x) - E[ur(X,)], 
t& T~,)IJ/T=t~r-EC~~l)l~+(~~x)--ECcXX,))i~. (3.3) 
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By Lemma 2.1 and 3.1, we observe that p-a.s. x E S, 
w(x) > u/(x) 2 w(x) - w’(x) - c for some constant C. 
Since c(x,f(x)) = uf(x) - f 0,-(x’) Q(dx’lx, f(x)) + j ur(x’) y(dx’) for 
p-almost every XE S from Lemma 3.1, it holds from (3.2) that 
SC 2+i(~‘,f(~‘)) Q(dx’I x, f(x)) d M’ for some M’>O. Thus, using the 
central limit theorem [3, p. 2281 we can prove (ii) from (3.3). Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 3.1, it is meaningful to minimize ti2(x,f) subject to 
fE n,{s}. For any 6 30, we say that f * has a d-minimum variance in 
H,(E) if f*en,{E} and rC,2(x,f*)6$2(x,f)+6 for all x~S and 
fe ~sb>. 
We shall say that Condition B (.s,f) holds for E 2 0 and f E n,{ E} if there 
are w, w’ E B,(S) and a constant K, L such that the following condition 
(B4) holds in addition to (Bl )(B3): 
(B4) Jim= E;[u12(X,) + w’*(X,)]/T= 0, 
c T-1 lim E; ,:” Ic(X,,f(J-,))I T6 L T- UI Ii’ 
for all x E S. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that Conditions A and C hold. Then, for an E > 0 
and f E I7,{ E} such that B(&, f) holds, 
= lim +E; 
T-S [ 
T-I 
c {~XX,)-~/“CoXX,)IX,-,,f(X,-,)1}21, (3.4) 
[=I 
where uf is as in Lemma 3.1. 
Proof: For fez Z7,{.s} as in Lemma 3.2, let A,= V;[Cr&’ c(X,, A,)], 
E=E; and I,+, =$,(x,f) f or simplicity. By (i) of Lemma 3.1, 
! 
T-l 
E 1 C(x,, A,) = WI + u.#) - E[U/tx,)l, 
r=o 1 
so that 
T-l 
A,=E 
=E 
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where d,= U,(X) - E[u,(X,)]. Hence, by (B4), 
lim sup A JT = lim sup B,/T, 
r-m T+a 
(3.5) 
where B.=E[{CT:O’ (c(X,,d,)-@,)}*I. On the other hand, since, by 
Lemma 3.1, P-a.s., 
4X,,f(X,)) - $I= v/ix,) - ECuf(X,+ ,)lX,AX,)l~ 
we have 
r-1 
B,=E ,so (~~X,)-EC~~X,+,)/X,,f(X,)I ’ II 
ci 
T-I 
=E 1 (y~X,)-ECu~X,)IX,~,,f(X,-,)l 
f= I 
2 
+ V,(X) - E[IudXT) I XT- I ,f(XT- 1 )I II 
r 
T-1 
=E c (vex,)--EEv~X,)lX,-,,f(X,- ,,>‘I 
+ EC {VAX) - ECU,(XT) I XT- I 9 f(XT-,)I 
Thus, by (B4), 
lim sup B,/T 
T-CC 
=limsupfE[ ‘f’ {u,x,)-ECu,(X,)lx,~,,l(x,~,)l~*], 
T-CC 1=I 
so that (3.4) follows from (3.5). 
We are ready to state the main theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that Conditions A and C hold. Then, if Condition 
B (EO, f) holds for some Q, > 0 and any f E 17,{.q, >, for any E > 0 and 6 > 0 
with 6 > 2~’ and E < E,,, there exists an E-average optimal stationary policy f * 
which has a S-minimum variance in II,{&), where E’= E,(~L+ E,) and 
E, = 2&/( 1 - p). 
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Proqf: For u, and 1: as m Lemma 3.1 and ,f’~ n,s (E i. it holds from 
Lemma 3.1 that 
(iUJ.K) - j u,(x’) Q(dx.i.r,i.(x))] - (u(x) - .i’ c(x’) 
d2r-:/(I -p) for j4-almost every x E S, 
so that by Lemma 3.2, 
$A-?./7 d 3; ,(&“/I + E’ (3.6) 
and 
$2(-5.f) 3 31(x,.r’, - E’, (3.7) 
where I$ ,(x,f‘) is the average expected cost incurred by J’in MDPs specified 
by S, {A,.(s), SES), I’, Q, where 
C(x, a) = i’ {u(d) - [ u(x”) Q(d,x”lx, u)]’ Q(dx’lx, a) (3.8) 
for each XE S and UE A,(x). 
Let $,(.Y)=inf,,,,,jii t$,(.~,f). Then, by (3.7) 
inf $,(.G72$,(~)-8’. tt r1,jr:; 
From Remark 2.2, there exists ,f* E II,(a) such that 
~,(X)~~,(X,f’*)-(~--&‘). 
Thus, by (3.9) and (3.10) 
inf $*(x,f) 2 $,(x,f*) - c’ - (6 - 2s’) 
, E rr> ; ,. ; 
so that by (3.6) 
inf rj2(x,f) 2 $*(x,f*) - 2s’ - (6 - 2.5’) 
fe n,{c) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
which implies that .f* has a d-minimum variance. Q.E.D. 
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4. FURTHER RESULTS 
In this section, we consider the case of bounded cost. For a nonempty 
Bore1 set X, we denote by E,,,(X), B,(X), and B,.(X), respectively, the sets of 
all bounded Bore1 measurable, lower semicontinuous and continuous 
functions on X. In [7], it is shown that if c E B,(S x A), Condition B(s,f) 
holds for all E > 0 andfE 17,Y[,1. Thus, we have the following corollary from 
Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose thut Conditions A and C hold and 
c E i?,,,( S x A). Then, for uny E > 0 and 6 > 0 with 6 > 2~’ there exists an 
&-uverage optimal stuti0nar.y poliq~ ,f * which has a &minimum variance in 
&{E). 
To obtain the further results, we introduce the following conditions: 
(Dl) CE B,,(Sx A) and Condition A holds. 
(D2) A(x) is compact for each x E S and a point to set map A( .) is 
upper semicontinuous, that is, if x,, -+xanda,,+aasn+co withx,,xES 
and a,, E A(x,,), it holds a E A(x). 
(D3) Q(. (x, a) is weaakly continuous in (x, a) E Sx A, that is, 
whenever .Y,~ --, x and a, -+ a, Q(. 1 x,, a,,) converges weakly to Q(. 1 x, a). 
The following result is proved in [7]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under (D I )-(D3), there is a v E B,<(S) such rhat 
v= uv. (4.1) 
Further, if we define A,,(x)= {a~A(x)lv(x)= U,v(x)} for all XES, then 
A,(x) # 0 for all x E S. 
For any 6 30, we say that f * has a S-minimum variance in 
n{A,(x),x~S) if $2(x,f*)<$2(x,n)+b for all ~EZ~(A,(X),XES}, 
where 
A O-minimum variance is simply called a minimum variance. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under (Dl)(D3), f or any 6 > 0, there exists an average 
optimal stationary policy f * which is a J-minimum variance in 
q&(x), x E q. 
ProoJ For any 7c E I7(A,(x), x E S}, P;[v(X,) = U,, v(X,) t 2 0] = 1, 
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where u is as in Lemma 4.1. Thus, by the same discussions as those of 
Lemma 3.2, 
1 
$*(x, n) = lim supTEf 
T-m 
so that Theorem 4.1 can be proved by a simple modification of the proofs 
of Theorem 3.2. Q.E.D. 
To consider the bounded continuous case, we introduce the following con- 
ditions: 
(D*l) c E B,.(Sx A) and Condition A holds. 
(D*2) (D2) holds and when X,E S+XE S as n -+ co, for any 
a E ,4(x) there exists a sequence {a, }; such that a,, E ,4(x,,) and a,, -+ a as 
n-03. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that (D*l), (D*2), and (D3) hold. Then, there 
exists an average optimal stationary policy f * which has a minimum variance 
in n{A,(x), x E S}. 
Proof. It is easily verified that the operator Ii on (B,.(S), jl.11) is a 
contraction mapping. Since there exists a u E B,.(S) satisfying (4.1) by the 
fixed point theorem, A,(x) is compact for each x E S and the point to set 
map A,( .) is upper semicontinuous from (D*2). Thus, there exists an 
average optimal stationary policy f * in MDPs determined by S, 
(A,(x), x E S}, F, Q, where C is defined by (3.8) (see [7]). We observe that 
.f* is an average optimal policy which has a minimum variance in 
q AAX), x E q. Q.E.D. 
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